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Chapter 1 Printer Safety Guide

Please read the following instructions before using your DTF printer series products, and please follow

the warnings and instructions marked on the printer.

1.1 Important Safety Instructions

 Do not block the openings in the printer case.

 Do not insert objects of any kind into the slots in the printer, and be careful not to spill liquids into

the printer.

 Use only the type of power source identified on the printer's label. Depending on the country and

region, 110V or 220V AC power may be used.

 Connect all equipment to a properly grounded outlet, and avoid using outlets on the same circuit as

equipment that is regularly switched on and off, such as copiers or air conditioning systems.

 Avoid using outlets controlled by wall switches or automatic timers.

 Move your computer system away from potential sources of electromagnetic interference, such as

speakers or cordless phone stands.

 Do not use a damaged or frayed power cord.

 If using an additional power cord, remember that the total amperage of the devices plugged into the

additional power cord does not exceed the ampere rating of the power supply. Also, remember that

the total ampere rating of all the devices plugged into the wall does not exceed the ampere rating of

the wall outlet. .

 Do not attempt to repair the printer yourself.

 When encountering the following situations, ask experienced maintenance personnel to maintain

after cutting off the power supply:

If the power cord or plug is damaged;

If liquid is spilled into the printer;

If the printer is dropped or the case is broken;

If the printer fails to operate normally or exhibits a noticeable change in performance

1.2 Precautions when using the printer：

 Do not move the print head by hand, or the printer may be damaged.

 Always use the power switch to turn off the printer. But when the key is pressed, the power will be

cut off. Do not unplug the printer or data cable until the power is cut off.

Before moving the printer, make sure the print head is in the initial position and fix it.

1.3 Ink bottle use precautions:

 Please keep the ink bottle out of the reach of children, and do not let children drink or touch the ink

bottle.

 If ink gets on skin, wash it off with soap and water. If ink gets in your eyes, wash them out with water

immediately.
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 Do not shake the ink bottle, this can cause the ink to leak. After the ink bottle has been used for a

period of time (usually three months), it should be removed immediately for thorough cleaning and

dried. When replacing a new ink bottle, pay attention to cleanliness to ensure the printing quality.

1.4 Printer Installation Requirements

 Site preparation

It is the customer's responsibility to comply with all installation requirements and to enforce them during

machine operation. If this is not done, the machine may not function properly.

 Working area

The working area refers to the area close to the DTF machine (hereinafter referred to as the equipment),

as shown in the figure. It must be emphasized that the user should ensure the safety of operators in this

area. Length*width*height 1336mm*658mm*1400mm

133.6cm 65.8cm

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the working area surrounding the DTF machine (unit: cm)

 Environmental requirements

The device should be kept away from seaming equipment (fabric splicer) or other radio frequency

sources. Floors should be easy to clean and free from dust and static electricity. In order to help

operators and customers judge the accuracy of the color, neutral gray decoration should be used as

much as possible and pure white light (fluorescent lamp) should be used for lighting. The device should

be installed in a clean, dust-free environment where the temperature and relative humidity are

controlled within the following ranges: Altitude: below 1000 meters above sea level Operating

temperature: 18-28°C Relative humidity: 40%-60%

 Space reservation requirements

The device requires 2.0 meters to remain in front. Reserve 1.0m on the back and 1.0m on the left and right sides.

In addition, the space reserved area also includes a height of 3 meters above the ground. In addition, there
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should be room at the front and rear of the machine for loading and unloading screens and consumables.

 Safety requirements

 Fire protection
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Inks and solvents must be stored in non-flammable liquid storage cabinets or separate

storage rooms and must be clearly marked to comply with professional safety regulations.

Ink storage must strictly comply with local fire regulations on the use and storage of

combustibles. Carbon dioxide and dry powder fire extinguishers should be placed in

visible and easily accessible locations in all aisles. They should be located near equipment

and nonflammable liquid storage cabinets (rooms), or in accordance with local fire code

requirements.

 ventilation

In order to prevent the danger caused by the accumulation of volatile gases, there must

be sufficient ventilation to ensure that the air in the work area is changed every 1 hour

About 6 to 8 times, the vent should be low enough that volatile gases cannot collect near

the floor. As the solvent in the ink evaporates as the cloth passes through the dryer, an

exhaust system is required to remove it. Note: Solvent gas is heavier than air and will

accumulate near the floor.

The electrical equipment installed near the work area must comply with GB/T standards

and the provisions of the National Electrical Regulations on Class I and Class II sites, and

should be installed by professional electrical contractors with corresponding

qualifications. Hazardous waste disposal regulations shall comply with special storage

and disposal requirements specified by relevant departments.。

Electrical Requirements (UPS and power regulator are strongly recommended)

The DTF printer uses a single-phase power supply, and the printer must be well grounded.

(The voltage of the ground + neutral line should not be greater than 0.3V, and the grounding

resistance should be less than 3Ω.)

The supply voltage range is 220V (±10%), AC 50Hz or 60Hz. Users must ask professional

electricians or contractors to install the power line outlet. Circuit breaker ratings are as follows:

Power\voltage AC 220V AC 110V
Single phase 10A/phase 20A/phase

The maximum power consumption is less than 2KW, and the average power consumption is 1KW. UPS

can be used with 2KV A, connected to other power consumption except heating.

The distance between the main power socket and the power supply terminal of the equipment must not

exceed 2 meters.

Power of DTF printing part: about 1000W. It is recommended to use a regulated power supply.

Installation of ground wire: install the ground wire on the public grounding plate inside the device.

Then use a multimeter to switch to the AC 200 range, one needle is connected to the ground wire, and

the other needle is connected to the neutral wire of the AC input terminal. Measured values less than 1

are sufficient.
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1.5 Warnings, Cautions and Notes

 Warning

Must be done so as not to injure the human body

 Warning

must be followed to avoid damage to the equipment

 Attention

Contains important information and helpful hints about the operation of a printer.

1.6 PC computer suggestion:

CPU : 11th generation inter i5 or i7 processor
Motherboard: high-quality motherboard with gigabit network interface
Graphics card: more than 2G memory
Memory: 8G or 16G
Hard disk: 1TB mechanical hard disk+256G SSD
Operating system: win7 and win10
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Chapter 2 Structural Diagram

2.0 Function Introduction

 Automatic lifting rod

Note: If there is an automatic lifting rod, the automatic lifting rod must be used, and the manual

pulling will cause the function to be damaged

 Automatic paper feeder

When installing the paper feeder, you need to plug in the power and turn on the switch. Automatic

paper feeder makes the material more stable and prevents deviation

 24-hour white ink circulation and agitation

Only the emergency stop button is turned off when the printer is turned off, and the power

switch can be turned on for 24 hours to cycle (cycle once every 20 minutes after the carrier is

reset). The cycle function is automatically turned off during the printing process, and the stirring

function is retained to make printing smoother

 The figure below describes the function

Switch

Emergency
stop
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Auto lifting rod
button

LCD touch
screen

Paper feeder sensor

Ink bottle alarm

Paper feeder
switch Auto lifting rod button
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 View of tripod installation

Pic one Pic two

Pic three Pic four

Pic five Pic six
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第二章 结构图解

2.1 Structural diagram of the whole machine

2.2 Carriage Structure Diagram

right collision avoidance
left collision
avoidance

White head position

Color head
position
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2.3 The left side view of the printing box

2.4 The right side view of the printing box

Encoder

Y axis

X axis

Y motor

color ink pump

white ink pump
X motor

Emergency stop switch

thermost

suction knob
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Chapter 3 Printer Basic Parameters

3.1 Basic parameters
Model A630/A620 series DTF photo printer

Printhead type I3200

Printhead quantity 2

Printing width ≤600mm

Print color Color+White（KYCM+WWWW）

Applicable media PET film

Printing accuracy 1400/1800/2400dpi

Printing speed
6Pass 9.5㎡/H
8Pass 7.5㎡/H

Ink type Pigment ink

RIP software PP/Maintop

Color management ICC or density curve

Operating system Win7、Win10

Heating and drying function Front and rear arc plate heating, front guide plate heating

Car anti-collision function
The two ends of the trolley are equipped with touch anti-collision

alarm emergency stop devices
Automatic feeding function The paper Feeder has probe induction, automatic tension unwinding

Paper shortage alarm
function

Paper shortage alarm during printing, automatically stop printing

Waste ink alarm function Automatic alarm when waste ink bottle is full

Circulation stirring function
The white ink is powered independently, and it can be stirred in an
infinite cycle at regular intervals when the machine is turned off

Ink shortage alarm function Ink bottle ink level is too low automatic alarm
Print platform lighting

function
Printing Platform LED Lighting

Automatic lifting rod paper
pressing function

Platform paper feeder one-button automatic lifting rod

PC assembly function
Equipped with a computer monitor combination stand, saving

space
Platform suction Adjustable suction size

Print interface Gigabit Ethernet port

Temperature&Humidity 15 - 30℃, 35-65%

Feeder function Automatic induction feeder

Rated power 0.8KW

Power input 50HZ/60HZ,220V10A

Net weight 150KG

Gross weight 180KG
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Machine size L1336mm*W658mm*H1400mm

Package Size L1464mm*W1000mm*H711mm

Chapter 4 Hardware Installation

4.1 Printing System Introduction
The DTF printing control system consists of three parts, which are the main board, the nozzle control
board and the control software, which are connected to the PC through the Gigabit Ethernet port.
4.2 The head control board and head arrangement, as shown below:

4.3 Main board interface, as shown below:

42V power

anti-collisraster

fiber optic

white nozzleColor nozzle adapter
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4.4 Main board wiring and definition:

Board interface description: first power supply, high-speed communication interface, low-speed
communication interface, control interface
Number Interface definition description Number Interface definition description
J1 Power (24V/42V) input interface J13 Paper shortage signal detection interface
J2 Gigabit Ethernet interface J14 fiber optic interface
J3 Ink stack lifting motor interface J15 24V control signal output interface
J4 Ink stack scraper motor interface J16 Y-axis motor limit interface
J5 Ink stack scraper motor limit interface J17 Y-axis motor single-ended signal output

interface
J6 Ink stack lifting motor limit interface J18 Y-axis motor differential signal output

interface
J7 Ink supply reset interface J19 X-axis motor single-ended signal output

interface
J8 control panel interface J20 X-axis motor limit interface
J9 RS485 expansion interface J21 X-axis motor differential signal output

interface
J10 Grating signal input interface J22 24V flat line power supply interface
J11 Left limit interface J23 24V flat line power supply interface
J12 Right limit interface

Note: The design of the mainboard requires two 24V power supplies to ensure the stability of the
motherboard, and it needs to be connected to the machine shell with fixing screws.

4.5 The installation and wiring diagram of the printer board,as shown below:
The printer control system is divided into three parts: the main board, the head board and the

control software, which are connected to the computer through the network cable port
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Chapter 5 Software section

Print Exp_X64 software is a printer management software, mainly used to set various parameters of the
printer, calibrate and adjust the printer nozzle, maintain, clean the nozzle and print jobs, etc.; all
operations are realized through Print Exp_X64.

5.1 Installation of the software

Install the print management software according to the following steps:
Now the computer system has Win7/Win10 and so on, the installation steps are as follows: first extract

the package:
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Open the unpressed folder, Print Exp_X64.e x e Double-click to enter the software main interface,

Chapter 6 Print head installation

6.1 The arrangement of the trolley plate nozzles, as shown in the following figure:

6.2 Nozzle data line connection as shown in the following figure:

Color print-head top left

Color print-head bottom

White print head lower

White print head lower
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Note that no matter how the nozzle plate is installed, the connection is the only, reverse the connection,
it is likely to burn the nozzle or head plate

6.3 Appearance of the EPSON i3200 nozzl 6.4 Arrangement of the nozzle
inlet ink pipe K Y C MWWWW

6.5 Head and data cable interface 6.6 Data cable interface of the spray
car board
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6.7 Gigabit network cable 6.8 Cartridge arrangement WK C Y
M

6.9 Ink sac (4 per nozzle required) 6.10 Data line: 14 core flat line of
the nozzle and head plate, one nozzle needs 4

Chapter 7 print software computer connection settings

7.1 Setting the computer network IP
Right-click on the Network Neighborhood icon and select Properties -> Select Local Connections and
tap Right Properties to open this screen.
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The computer is set to connect to the network, using a custom IP address: 192.168.127.58, subnet
mask (default): 255.255.255.0
7.2 Click on Settings and you will see the general print usage settings.

No. Name Function Description

1
Nozzle
selection

Nozzle selection setting is available only in the case of
specific models

2
White

X White
Edge

Set the start position of printing
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edge
setting

Y White
Edge

Set the start position of printing

3
General
Settings

Print speed Set print speed to low, medium, high
Print
Direction

Set the print direction to print to the left, print to the right,
and print in both directions

Prepress
Flash
Spray

Set whether to flash print before printing

Automatic
cleaning

Set Pre-Print to On or Off

Paper
direction

Paper direction selection

4
Color bar
setting

Color bar
position

Can set the color bar position for the left side out of the
color bar, the right side out of the color bar, both sides out
of the color bar, close the color bar.

Color bar
mode

Select the mode of the color bar when printing

Color bar
concentrati
on

Select the concentration of the color bar when printing,
there are weak, medium and strong

Color strip
width

Select the width of the color bar when printing

Color bar
distance

Select the distance between the color bar and the color bar
when printing

5
Feathering
settings

Feathering
mode

Feathering mode selection

Feathering
type

Feathering type selection

6
Advanced
Features

Channel
Control

Control nozzle data

Mirror
Printing

Control whether images are printed horizontally flipped or
not

7 Lamp Ink drying and curing

8
Automatic
white jump

Jumping
white way

Select the way to skip white, there are off skip white, step
skip white, continuous skip white

Automatic
reset

Select whether to reset automatically

7.3 Go to Advanced Settings → Factory Settings → Password 111111, here to enter the internal
function settings
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Click on the ink stack, the main ink station position, you can set the head height, cleaning height, scraper
height, etc.
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Manual cleaning Here you can set to adjust the cleaning parameters.
Other function settings can be set by default.

7.4 Introduction to the keypad

1、Move left and right arrow keys: move the cart left and right in the standby state, and flip through the
items in the menu state
2, exit paper feed direction keys: in the standby state into and out of the print carrier, under the menu to
reduce or increase the number of items
3, exit key in the case of the menu is to return to the previous level menu.
4, the confirmation key is to go to the main menu page button

Are you sure

Cancel

In-situ positioning

Time out

quality

cleanin

menu

Test
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Chapter 8 Print Calibration Procedure

8.1 Introduction of nozzle detection function
Click 'Nozzle Detect' to print the nozzle pattern. The pattern sample picture is as follows:

nozzle Calibration Chart

Partially zoom in on the normal and abnormal conditions of the black state diagram, as shown in the
figure below:

Normal nozzle state diagram

The state diagram in the situation shown in the figure below may be clogged. It needs to be cleaned until
the ink jetting of the nozzle hole reaches the best state.

Abnormal nozzle state diagram
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8.2 Step calibration function
Click "Step Calibration" to print.

Pic 10

If the stepping adjustment is normal, the baseline and tick marks overlap exactly at zero. This is shown in
Figure 1
of the Step Adjustment Status

Step adjustment status figure 1

If the stepping adjustment is abnormal, the baseline and tick marks do not overlap. This is shown in
Figure 2 of the Step Adjustment status.

Step adjustment status figure 2

In this case, adjustments are required. First enter the adjustment value, click to calculate and reprint the
print pattern until the baseline and tick marks fully overlap at zero.

The base line does not coincide with the scale
line

Baselin Tickzero

Step state calibration
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8.3 print-head horizontal spacing calibration

Click print-head Spacing to print.

Pic11

If the print-head spacing is aligned correctly, the print pattern will look like this.

print-head horizontal spacing alignment status figure 1

If the print-head spacing is abnormally aligned, the print pattern is as follows.

print-head horizontal spacing alignment status Figure 2

In this case, it needs to be aligned. Start by entering the adjustment value at the H2 position, clicking to
calculate and reprint the print pattern until zero to zero in the tick marks.

Black triangle at zero position

At zero point, the lines are
coincident

Diagram after correct

The black triangle arrow is not on the zero
scale

The left and right black color blocks do not
coincide
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8.4 print-head longitudinal spacing calibration
Click "print-head Calibration" to print.

If the print-head vertical spacing alignment is normal, all lines in the zero scale frame are parallel, and the
left arrow points to the zero position. Shown as print-head portrait spacing alignment status Figure 1.

print-head portrait spacing alignment status Figure 1

If the print-head's vertical spacing is adjusted abnormally, all lines in the zero-point scale frame are
parallel to the -4 position. Displayed as sprinkler vertical spacing alignment

Sprinkler longitudinal spacing alignment status figure 2
In this case, adjustments need to be made on the basis of the original adjustment datum until all the lines
in the zero scale frame are parallel at zero and the left arrow points to the zero position.

8.5 Bidirectional calibration
Print Calibration Diagram in Standalone Bidirectional Calibration.
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Pic 13

If bidirectional calibration is normal, the lines will overlap at the zero position as shown below

Bidirectional calibration status figure 1

If the bidirectional calibration is abnormal, the lines will not overlap at the zero position, as shown below：

Bidirectional calibration status figure 2
In this case, you need to enter an adjustment value to readjust.

Pic 14
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8.6 Chromatic calibration
Click "Print Left/Right Calibration Diagram" under the chromatic calibration interface to print the
calibration diagram.

Pic15
If the color adjustment is normal, the lines will overlap at that zero position, as shown below

Chromatic calibration figure 1
If the color adjustment is abnormal, the lines will not overlap at the zero position, as shown below.
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Chromatic calibration Figure 2

In this case, you need to enter an adjustment value to readjust, as shown in the following figure：

Chapter 9 Flexiprint Installation, Import Curve and Use

Please refer to the individual Flexiprint software manual

Chapter 10: Maintenance Note

10.1 Daily attention

1. Test the nozzle before turning on the machine every day to check whether the nozzle is

blocked, and clean the test strip if there is a broken needle.

2. Working environment temperature: 20°C-30°C; The working relative humidity is

45%-65%.

3. The nozzle should be detected before shutting down every day. If there is a broken line, it

should be cleaned before shutting down.

4. Every day when shutting down, make sure that the print head and ink station need to be

aligned and fitted together. There should be no gap between the print head and the ink

station.

5. In the printing process, be sure to add color strips to prevent a color from being ink-jet
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for a long time in the printing process, resulting in nozzle blockage.

6. During the printing process, be careful not to let the printing film scratch the print head. 7.

There should be no dust on the grating strip. Wipe it clean with a dust-free cloth after one or

two weeks.

8. Wipe the guide rail with sewing machine oil every two to three weeks.

9. Wipe the scraper regularly with a dust-free cloth.

10. Clean the ink on the press paper in time to prevent ink accumulation from scraping the

nozzle.

11. Regularly clean the accumulated ink on the bottom plate of the trolley.

12. Clean the ink near the ink stack cap regularly to ensure that the ink stack cap is clean.

13. If the printer does not need to use distilled water or special paint ink cleaning liquid to

pour on the ink stack cap to soak the nozzle, and the ink tube and ink pump tube clamp.

14. The printing film should be wrapped with plastic wrap to prevent moisture when not in

use.

15. Hot melt powder should be sealed with a bag when not in use to prevent moisture.

10.2 Print-head maintenance in holidays or without production tasks

10.2.1 When there is no production task or holidays, try to print a four-color pattern of about 1m every

day, so that the nozzle can maintain a better state. Make a test strip before holidays. If the plug is broken,

clean the nozzle to ensure that the test strip is complete.

10.2.2 Clean the ink absorbing pad with the corresponding ink cleaning solution. If the ink absorbing pad

is deformed or leaks air, please replace the ink absorbing pad.

10.2.3 You need to add distilled water or transparent and steerable special paint cleaning liquid or

moisturizing liquid to the ink pad, and close the nozzle and ink pad, soak the nozzle to keep it wet, and

clamp the ink pipe and ink pump pipe. Turn off the software, turn off the machine, and unplug the power.

The machine head shall be covered with black cloth to prevent dust from entering the nozzle, and strong

light shall not be allowed to shine on the nozzle.

10.3 Precautions for returning to work after vacation

10.3.1 Before starting the machine, please make the printer environment reach the appropriate state,

including temperature of 18-25 ℃ and humidity of 40-60%.

10.3.2 When resuming the work, please resume the equipment maintenance one by one in order.

10.3.3 Turn on the power, start the machine, and print the status of the nozzle.

10.3.4 If the print head is broken or mixed, please clean the print head to reach the best state.



PRESTIGE XL2 Maintenance
DAILY (AM - Mornings):

▪ Shake the leftover White Ink for 30 seconds - 1 minute
▪ Turn the printer on and turn the Hosonsoft on
▪ Execute a “Cleaning” (Button is located on the main control panel) 
▪ Increase the WIMS Ink Circulation motor to 60-70, and let the system 

circulate/agitate the white ink for 5 minutes. After 5 min., turn off the circulation 
motor or set it to 10-20% 

▪ Execute “Fill Ink” - we recommend at least 10 seconds for the white ink, and 5 
seconds for the CMYK ink. Check if you can see both inks flowing down to the 
waste bottle without air bubbles.

▫ Menu -> Head Maintain -> Fill Ink
▪ Execute “Cleaning” - press the cleaning button on the control panel
▪ Pull the media to the front by pressing the down button on the control panel to 

get it ready for a nozzle check pattern
▪ Perform a “Nozzle Check” - check the patterns and see if there are any breaks

▫ If there are severe breaks in the pattern, execute fill ink and clean one 
more time to improve the pattern

▫ One you achieve a perfect nozzle check, you can proceed to print
▪ You may also start printing if there are only 2-3 missing dots per 

nozzle
DAILY (PM - Evenings):

▪ Retract the media to the media roller by pressing the up button on the control 
panel

▪ Clean the vacuum bottom platen with a microfibre cloth or lint-free cloth. Do 
not use cleaning solution. You may use 90% or higher isopropyl alcohol.

▪ Move the printhead carriage to the left side by pressing the left button once to 
disengage the carriage from the capping station. Then, press and hold the left 
button to slide the head carriage.

▪ Clean/Wipe the capping station, rubber gaskets, and wiper blades with 
cleaning solution using a cleaning swab

▪ Clean around the head with cleaning solution to remove any excess ink 
build-up. DO NOT touch the actual head using a cleaning swab

▪ Wet Cap: pour cleaning solution into the capping station rubber gaskets
▪ Engage the printhead back to the capping station by pressing the “Enter” 

button on the printer control panel
▪ Turn off the printer for the night
▪ Cover the printer with a printer cover to prevent any dust



WEEKLY:
▪ Check Waste Bottle/Tank

◦ Empty the tank
▪ Check Ink Bottle

◦ Check to see if there is any ink that needs refillling
◦ Check to see if stirring device on the white ink bottle is functioning

▪ Clean Encoder Strip
◦ Use a microfiber cloth / lint-free wipe & 90% or higher isopropyl alcohol, and 

wipe the strip gently to remove any dust, debris, ink build-up
▪ Clean Media Rollers

◦ Use a microfiber cloth / lint-free wipe to wipe any dust/debris from the 
media/film. DO NOT USE ALCOHOL. You may use cleaning solution, but make 
sure that the rollers are fully dried before use.

▪ Clean Tension Sensor
◦ Use a microfiber cloth / lint-free wipe & 90% or higher isopropyl alcohol, and 

wipe the strip gently to remove any dust/debris

MONTHLY
▪ Shake the Color Ink bottles for 30 seconds

AS NEEDED
▪ Media Replacement: Whenever you replace your film with a new film, take time 

to clean the media rollers. Disengage the roller and thoroughly clean the rubber 
roller with a microfiber cloth or lint-free wipe to wipe any dust/debris from the 
media/film

▪ Keep all exterior surfaces clean: use a microfiber cloth to clean the outside 
surface. DO NOT spray any liquid, as it may damage the board inside

LONG-TERM STORAGE (1-2 Weeks)
▪ Clip the ink tubes from the ink bottle and before the damper
▪ Wet Cap

LONG-TERM STORAGE (2+ Weeks)
▪ Empty the Ink Tank

▫ Pour all inks back into the original ink bottles
▪ Pour cleaning solution into the ink tanks and fill until you see the cleaning 

solution in the dampers and through the ink waste bottle

PRESTIGE XL2 Maintenance
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WARRANTY
• Limited 1-year warranty on non-consumable parts*
• Limited 6 month warranty on the Printhead up to 2 Printheads*

*The use of non-DTF Station ink and film will void any warranties 
offered for the Prestige XL2 DTF Printer

If a customer does not follow initial setup video(s) and damages the 
printer in any way outside of basic printer needs/ maintenance, 
warranty will be void. This includes head strikes due to lack of 
maintenance. 


